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April 16, 2019, Board Policy Development Committee Meeting Notes 

Meeting Room A - 11:30 a.m.  

Panorama Village Administrative Center     

240 Villa Crest Drive 

State College, PA  16801                                                                                 IV-E

I. Call to Order

Ms. Bedell called the Board Policy Development Committee meeting to order at 11:32 a.m.

and noted they would begin with Item #3 - Transportation.

Present: Committee Members: Amy Bader, Lori Bedell, Gretchen Brandt, Dan Duffy 

Others Present: Randy Brown, Mary Jenn Dorman, Scott Etter, Cathy Kanour, Bob 

O’Donnell, Linda Pierce 

A copy of  all materials distributed to committee members for discussion is included with the 

official notes, unless otherwise indicated. 

II. Transportation - Item #3

Dr. Etter noted that Mr. Bock notified him a few months back regarding a transportation issue.

Judge Grine issued an order for the District to provide transportation. The Policy is written in

controversy to the law, and it was confirmed that is the language of the School Code. The

District is to provide transportation with guidelines that are there, ½ mile from school and no

dangerous walking, child will walk. Committee members asked about charter school students

and Dr. Etter noted if we choose to provide transportation for our own students, then would

do so for charter school students also. Dr. Etter noted we are disregarding the order due to

students being ½ mile away from school, attends Easterly Parkway, and students are getting

there, so we do not need to provide transportation. This is not a charter school issue.

Committee member questioned dismissal and children traveling away from school with note 

from parent. Questioned having a note, but no seat on the bus. Other committee members 

noted they have never heard of this happening; note usually sent in same day and has never 

know of a problem. This is not part of the law and should be moved to Regulations.  With 

further discussion, the two schools will be taken out with regards to walkways.  

III. Title IX, Nondiscrimination, and Sexual Harassment

Ms. Pierce spoke on Title IX, somethings must be stated, PSBA has a suggested way, and

PSBA Policy does suffice, we could use that. Easy to use what PSBA recommends, accept, and

move on. Committee member noted the word sex and using gender identity also. Ms. Pierce

noted that Policy 103 addresses Title IX issues, then not have Policy 248 (sex and gender

based harassment) due to not required by OCR - sexual consent or consensual relationships.

Sexual harassment has been taken out of the law. Committee members discussed combining

policies, retitle Policy 103, put 248 with 103, the specific reference in 248 with name and

phone number that OCR recommends being done, and will keep. Also discussed reasons for

keeping separate, easier to figure out, less confusion, easier for student, parent and teacher

to separate, leaving 248 as is, Policy 103 is students in the classroom and Policy 104 is for

employees.  Dr. O’Donnell spoke on combining and Ms. Pierce initially thought this did make

sense and referred to Policy 100.1 with all information in the same place. Again, it was stated

that keeping separate does help with any confusion. It was decided to continue having three

policies and include Title IX. It would be efficient for Administration, Professional and
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Classified Employees go into one Policy, which is also suggested by PSBA. Ms. Pierce noted the 

PSBA review will combine the different level of employee policies. The sexual harassment 

policy will be kept in the 200 Section - students, where people will look specifically for since 

pertaining to students. Dr. O’Donnell noted for the next meeting, Policy 103, 104 and 248 

would be reviewed first. For Policy 248, it was suggested the words consensual and 

non-consensual, coercion and seduction in the sentence should be defined, especially since 

there is a difference between coercion and seduction. Dr. Etter noted he had a peculiar 

reaction when he read the language and OCR language is like a “Gold Standard” to go by. Ms. 

Pierce will revisit and update wording accordingly to be brought back to the committee for 

review. The Policy is where the Board defines things and Ms. Pierce noted this is to accomplish 

two things: help people understand consensual relationships, and be legally compliant. Ms. 

Pierce will check with Jason from Centre Safe regarding wording and possibly invite him for 

conversation once we have something together for review. 

● Want to include gender identity in Policy 103 - all were in agreement 

● Will clean up Policy 104 

● Policy 248 - Will look at what Centre Safe sent, reword and resend to committee 

 

IV. Future Agenda Planning 

Drafts will come back to the committee at the next meeting for Policies 103, 104, and 248. 

We will also look at Policy 249, Anti-Harassment and Anti-Bullying since it is requiring a 

review. For Policy 249, we can work on the Policy here and the update in Culture, Climate and 

Learning. Other Policies listed will be addressed in the future. 

 

There is no meeting scheduled in June and the third Tuesday would be once school is out. 

Committee members discussed the importance to keep moving with Policies and all were in 

agreement to meet on Thursday, June 20, 2019, 11:30 a.m. in Meeting Room A. 

 

V. Public Comment  

There was no public comment. 

 

VI. Adjournment 

Ms. Bedell adjourned the Board Policy Development Committee meeting at 12:35 p.m. 

 

Submitted by, 

 

 

Mary Jenn Dorman 

Board Secretary 

 


